DON'T FORGET

Everything in Navigate is term based. Even though we allow students with a future admit term in Navigate, their attributes and academic work are all term based and therefore will not update or be added until we “roll” to their true effective term.

STUDENTS WITH NO ROLE

If you are working with a student who does not have a role, but can be found in Navigate please email EABHelp@vt.edu and we can add the role back to the student, however none of their information will be accurate until they register for classes.

SUCCESS SPOTLIGHT

Between June 12, 2023 – July 13, 2023; 6,103 appointment summaries have been submitted for students coming through Virtual Academic Advising and Course Registration.

SUMMER ADVISING CONSTRAINTS

All summer service constraint changes that were requested for the summer will be changed back on August 4, 2023.
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